
 

A brave production with some powerful 
moments - Richard III, Hull Truck 
Theatre, review 
     

 
Mat Fraser and Christine Cox in Richard III, at the Hull Truck 
Theatre CREDIT: NOBBY CLARK 

•  Dominic Cavendish, THEATRE CRITIC  

The customary thought when watching the opening “Now is the winter of our 
discontent” soliloquy of Richard III is “How will they [usually he] do it?” Where will 
the emphases land, what will be the tone? It’s so familiar that speech, so over-
familiar, we’re spoilt – we demand to be impressed.  

When Mat Fraser steps forward in Northern Broadsides’ new revival in Hull, you’re 
confronted with something that hits you at a far more visceral level than usual: the 
humbling spectacle of real-life deformity. Fraser, a Thalidomide survivor in his mid-
fifties, has phocomelia. He doesn’t adopt a stoop to signal Crookback’s physical 
difference; instead stands tall and lets you register the curtailed formation of his 
arms, his hands hanging high over his chest.  

 
Mat Fraser and Dean Whatton in Richard III CREDIT: NOBBY CLARK 
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His manipulation of the verse is remarkably dexterous in this self-introduction – 
light, genial, inoffensive, then snapping with anger: “Dogs bark at me as I halt by 
them”. Fraser smiles, he seethes, and piercing beneath the surface of the poetry, 
embodies what it means to grow up differently abled, to be constantly judged, treated 
as “other”, even spat at. How that might weigh on you, warp you.  

His performance is the best response this week to the huffing and puffing about 
plans for Richard III to be performed in July at Leicester Cathedral – an act of 
sacrilege far too uncomfortably close to the last of the Plantagenets’ tomb, some 
protest. Yet Fraser reminds us that our fascination with this anti-hero, the way we 
revel in, and feel revulsion in too, his wicked (historically inaccurate) antics, lies in 
Shakespeare’s saving complexity: we acquire not only a perverse sympathy for the 
devil but an understanding of how we ourselves “make” devils of men. 

 
Mat Fraser and Catherine Kinsella in Richard III CREDIT: NOBBY CLARK 

There are some lovely moments here: Fraser lends a schoolboy cheek to the wooing 
of the grieving Lady Anne, giving flashes of arrested emotional development as he 
tries his luck, and there’s a welcome touch of northern plain-speaking too to his blunt 
“I’ll ’ave her”. But he struggles to get the full measure of the tragedy’s psychological 
and political trajectory, and elsewhere Barrie Rutter’s modern-dress production has 
a tendency to leave the path of lucid efficiency to gallop or plod through a truncated 
text. A climactic flourish of ensemble drumming ahead of the Battle of Bosworth 
demonstrates Fraser’s impressive skills (displayed at the 2012 Olympics closing 
ceremony alongside Coldplay), but it tips into a gimmicky mode thus far avoided. 
Only sporadically illuminating, then, but brave. 

Until May 27. Tickets: 01482 323638; hulltruck.co.uk 
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